
High Rate of Recovery.
The narrow thin-gauge blade
has a very narow saw kerf
which produces little wastage
and gives a high rate of
recovery.

Ease of Maintenance.
The'Jacko' has been designed
to be as maintenance-free as
possible. Most bearings are
sealed for life.

Easy Blade Changing.
The one piece front guard door
unlocks and lifts to open, and
locks open in the upright
position. The blade strain is
slackened by the quick release
valve, located for safety outside
of the bandwheel guards, and
the blade lifted off. The new
blade is slipped onto the
bandwheels, tensioned,
checked and the guard door is
closed and locked.

Hydraulic Blade Straining.
The hydraulic blade straining,
operated by a hand pump,
moves the idler bandwheel until
the correct strain is applied. This
is indicated on a gauge. There is
a relief valve to avoid over
straining and a quick release
valve which completely releases
the strain. An isolating valve is
also fitted to ensure there is no
pressure loss after straining.

Blade Alignment.
This is achieved by finely
adjusting the tracking of the
idler bandwheel.

Blade & Bandwheel
Lubrication.
The lubricant is gravity fed from
a central storage tank onto felt
pads running on the blade and
on the bandwheels. A simple
flow control governs the rate
of flow.

Blade Guides.
'Chaco' pressure guides are
fitted which ensure greater
cutting accuracy and lower
noise levels.

Guarding.
Guards are of heavy sheet metal
and the guarding conforms to
cunent EC health & safety
standards.

Simple to Operate.
The controls are simple to
operate and function logically.
No special mechanical
knowledge is needed and
operators very quickly become
proficient.

Automatic Blade Sharpening
Machine.
As an optional extra a low cost
automatic saw sharpening
machine can be supplied.

Other Forestor Equipment.
Forestor offer a whole range of
sawmilling machinery for
sawmill, forestry and farm
woodland use, plus saw
doctoring and ancillary
equipment - from complete mill
packages to small requisites
such as silver solder. Full
particulars of our products are
available on request.

'Jacko'Bandm¡ll

The Íront guard lifts to provide complete access lor easy blade changing.

Complete low cost mob¡le sawmill.
Supplied ready for highway tow¡ng.
Only lightweight towing veh¡cle needed.
Quick & easy set up.
One man operation.

Low cost, narrow 32mm(1 1/+"1 blade.
No skilled saw doctor¡ng needed.
Thin kerf gives m¡n. wastage & max. prof¡t.
Max. log diam. 915mm(36").
Main power - 18.65kW(25HP) petrol eng¡ne.

FORESTOR
35 West Hill, London SW'|8 1RB, England.
Telephone: O81 -874 0044.
Fax:081-871 9373.

W¡th hydraulic log loading, turning, taper set, squar¡ng & dogging.

A hand pump operates the hydraulic blade straining.

Technical Sp€ciñcations
Max. log diam. (system cutting): 915mm(36") Bandwheel diam: 550mm(21%")

Max. log weight: 3OOOkgs{3 tonnes) Bandwheel width 23nm(7/a")

Max. log lengrlh: 6.2Orn(2O'4"1 Bandwtleel speed - nom¡nal:
Bandwheel speed - maximum:

880rpm
1OOOrpmMax. opening between blade guides: 750rnm(291/z"l

Max. depth of cut 450mm(17th') Sawblade speed - nominal:

- maximum:
2Smlsec.(492OVmin.)
29m/sec.(5700fVmin.)

Max. elwation of blade: 88Omm(3a72")
Main engine power: (petrd) 1B.65kW(25HP)

Min. blade heighi from log bearen Zomm(s¡a"¡

Max. feed (and retum) speed: 30m/min.(98ft/min.)
Auxillary engine powen (petrd) 3.6kW(5HP)

Height overall - working maximum:

- towing configuration
2.57m(8' 5')

6")Sawdade lengrth - recommended

- minimum

- maximum

4445mm(14'7")
4398mm(14'5")
4497mm(14'9")

2.28mQ'

Width or¡erall - working maximum:

- lowing configuration:
2.70m(8'1O')
2.OOm(6'9')

Sawblade widtfr: 32mm(1th'l
Sawblade thickness: 0.89-1 .O7mm(.O35-.U2" I

Length werall - including tow bar:

- excluding tow ban
LO3m(26'4")
7.O0m(23')

Kerf thickness: 1.$2mm(O.06{.O8') Towing weight:

JBIIIO?3É.

lmperial conversirns are approximats.

Because we desirê to incorporate ¡mprcræments whenaær possible
v'i€ resorve th€ right to ctnnge specificatbns or d€s¡gn at any time
without ndicê and without ¡rìcuring obligâtbn.

B€cause of our policy of continrrcus ¡mprovem€nt somo pholosraphs
rnay shoìfl equipÍrerìt which has now chånged. ln sorne photographs
guard¡ng may haræ been ærnowd to strot equipment rnore clearly,

FORESTOR
35 West Hill, London SW18 1RB, England.
Telephone: O81 -874 0044.
Fax: O81-871 9373.
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For6lr ¡s a regislsed lfademrk of Standræge Umited.

THE WORLD'S LEADING MANUFACTURER OF HORIZONTAL
BANDMILLS - & A MAJOR MANUFACTURER & SUPPLIER
OF TIMBER PROCESSING EQUIPMENT.
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IåTEST THIN KERF, NARROW BI.ADE TECHNOLOGY.

The 'Jacko' uses the latest narrow blade technology. As well as
reducing overall bbde costs, because these blades need no
skilled saw doctoring to maintain them (all they need is
sharpening on an easy to use grinder) they are ideal for those
situations where saw doctor¡ng is not availabþ,
The teeth are hardened which means, in addition to prolonging
blade life, they can be more accurately ground to produce a
sharper cutting tooth. This ensures a good finish on the sawn
face and reduces the energy required to drive the blade through
the t¡mber.

The very thin kerf also contributes to the reduced energy need
but most importantly produces s¡gnifilantty less sawdust giving
a higher rate of recovery.

This innovative design simplifies
the construction and links
considerable cost savings with
high technical specifications.
With our affordable-quality
pol¡cy, we aim to produce a
machine at the lowest price
possible but not at the expense
of specifications or safety.

With the first Forestor bandmills
we pioneered the moving
horizontal bandmill method of
sawing. So when we design a
new bandmill, we draw on
considerable knowledge and
experience, gained over many
years and in many countries.
We take advantage of modem
developments in materials and
technology to produce a
machine at the lowest cost
posslble while still maintaining
the strength, stability and
reliability demanded of an
industrial bandmill.
The'Jacko' bandmill has been
designed to be as maintenance
and trouble free as possible:
only proven principles have
been used in the engineering.

Log Capacity.
The maximum diameter log
which can be sawn is
91 5mm(36"). The maximum log
length is 6.2m(2O'4"\.

Bandwheels.
The 550mm(21 %") diameter
bandwheels are fully machined
cast iron. Each bandwheel is
fitted with a scraper to prevent
any build up of sawdust.

Main Engine.
An 1 8.65kW(25HP) petrol
engine drives the bandwheels
and charges the main battery
which powers the electric feed
drive and the elevation of the
headrig.

The engine has electric start and
an eleven litre fuel tank which is
eas¡ly removable for filling.

Hydraulic Power Pack.
An auxilliary 3.6kW(5HP) petrol
engine drives the hydraulic
pump which powers all the log
handling and dogging
equipment. Only industrial
hydraulic equipment is fitted
throughout.

hwe¡lul loading arms will raise a log
lrom ground level and roll it onto the
supporl beams.

A satety feature prevents crushing if
a loot is trapped under the arm when
ll descends.

The Forestor'Jacko' is a highly
mobile, low cost, complete
sawmill. lt can be towed by an
ordinary car of sufficient size
and can be set up very quickly
and easily. lt is then capable of
breaking down (and resawing)
quite large logs with ease.

The whole milling process can
be done in very little space, right
in the heart of the forest or
woods, or in any out of the way
location.
Trees can be converted, on the
spot, into added value timber

such as beams, square edged
planks, posts, fencing, cladding,
dimensioned stock etc. - all on
the one machine.

Or, they can be broken down
into cants for cost saving,
convenient transportation to a
mill for further processing.

With the'Jacko'we have taken
the single column cantilever
design formula (proved on the
tremendously successfu I'Tom
Sawye/ bandmill) and designed
a smaller mach¡ne on the same
principle.

t he 18.65kW(25HP) petrol eng¡ne
dñves the bandwheels and charges
the main battery.

Hydraulic Dogging.
A centrally positioned dogging
bar, with a single moving dog,
holds the log or timber firmly
against fixed outside dogs or
the squaring arms. The moving
dog has two height positions
and automatically selects the
low height position when the
squaring arms are lowered.

Hydraulic Log Taper
Adjustment.
With log taper adjustment, if as
is often the case, one end of the
log is smaller in diameter, this
end can be hydraulically raised
to obtain the most valuable
recovery from the log. Two units
are fiüed, one to each of the
outer most log support beams.
Their position along the beam
can be simply adjusted for
different log sizes.

Remote Controlled Blade
Guide & Guard.
These are electrically operated
and controlled from the
operators position. The sliding
guard is connected to the
movable blade guide and covers
the cutting area of the blade not
is use. When the headrig is not
sawing, if required, the blade
guard can be moved right
across to cover the whole blade.

The lrailer frame is lifted with a
pcking bar so that the locking pin
can fu secured.

Automatic Bandwheel Drive.
The bandwheels are
automatically engaged when the
throttle is opened and
disengaged when the throttle is
closed.

Automatic Bandwheel
Braking.
When the engine is brought to
idle or stopped, braking of the
bandwheels is automatic, so
there is no blade coasting.

lnfinitely Variable Feed
Speed.
The forward feed speed is
variable up to the maximum of
3Om/min.(98fVmin.) regulated
by a rotary control. The direclion
of movement of the headrig,
forward or return, is separately
controlled.

Depth-of-Cut Control.
The depth of cut is controlled by
electrically lifting or lowering the
headrig until the blade is at the
required height.

The depth of cut is clearly
indicated on a linear scale in
either metric or imperial
measurements.

A 3.6kW(5HP) auxillary ¡rctrot engine drives the hydraulic pump which powers Eìther end ot the log can tn raised to ensure lhe besl recovery is obta¡ned.
all the log handling and dogging equipment.

The hydraulic controls tor all log handling operat¡ons are grouped at the
oWrator's position.

Logs or taced timfur are easily turn& by a powerlul
toothed arm which is rarsed lrom blow.

When the squaring & dogging arms are lowered below a ceftain height, a
plate is forced down against a spilng which automatically rotates a p¡vot
shalt fo se/ect the low height on the mov¡ng dog.

The trailer mounted 'Jacko' is designed tor highway and oÍf road towing. lt is lightweight
enough to b towed by an ordinary car oÍ suflicient size.

Trailer & Towing.
The mobile'Jacko', mounted on
its own trailer, is designed and
built to be towed on the highway
(or off road). lt can be towed by
an ordinary car of sufficient size.
It is supplied complete with
wheels, brakes, fully
independent suspension, tow
hitch, road lights and jockey
wheel. The trailer conforms to
EC regulations.

The tow hitch coupling is
hydraulically damped and is
fitted with auto-reversing
braking. The standard coupling
is a SOmm ball hitch.

The trailer has a single axle with
heavy duty wheels and tyres.
The jockey wheel enables the
trailer to be moved when
unhitched if necessary.

Setting Up.
The trailer mounted machine is
towed into position, the jockey
wheel is wound down and the
tow hitch released. The trailer is
set up level with the five quick
action jacking legs. The
hydraulic log lifting arms are
swung to the ground and the
headrig is released from its
secured travelling position. The
machine is ready for sawing. lt
really is that easy.

Control Panel.
All controls, for both sawing and
log handling, are situated on a
control panel at the front end of
the trailer. ln this position, the
operator is safely away from the
moving headrig.

Hydraulic Log Loading.
Two powerful log loading arms
effodlessly lift the log from
ground level and roll it onto the
log support beams ready for
turning and dogging.

Hydraulic Turning & Squaring.
Four interconnected squaring
arms, which rest below deck
level when not in use, are
hydraulically swung up to the
vertical position to act as log
stops when a log is loaded, and
as squaring arms against which
a sawn face can be placed
vertically.

The log can be rotated by a
toothed arm which is raised
from below by a powerful
hydraulic ram. lt will also turn
faced or squared logs.
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